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ABSTRACT A substantial percentage of women die from cardiovascular disease (CVD). Computed
tomography (CT) scan helps predict/monitor CVD-related diseases. However, previous studies found relation
to assessing the risk of CVD by estimating severity of breast arterial calcification (BACs). In many countries,
women undergo breast cancer screening using mammograms regularly, so it is easier to access vast datasets
compared to CT-scan without additional cost and absorbing radiation. Earlier, measuring BACs severity was
largely depends on the performance of segmentation of calcified vessel. Nevertheless, dataset maintenance
for segmentation is expensive and tedious. As pixel-wise manual ground-truth (GT) marking can only be
performed by multiple experienced experts. First time ever, to the best of our knowledge, a direct ordinal
measurement of BACs severity is proposed without prior segmentation. Therefore, due to the complexity
of calcified vessels, cascade classification performs better than end-to-end classification. In this proposed
method, first, we imply Frangi filter to deduct background automatically without any prior ground-truth
marking. Then, unlike other methods, interpolation is implied to shrink cropped images rather than splitting
images. Also, left view images have flipped to reduce the complexity of different directions of breasts.
In addition, among various residual network (ResNet) architecture, proposed method customized ResNet50
to adjust large image size and vessel complexity. The proposed method achieve, best AUC-score compare
to state-of-art, above 90 and 85 percent for Normal vs Abnormal and Minor vs Severe patients, respectively.
The proposed method reduces cost, time, and tedious job of researchers as this does not require segmenting
calcified vessels and provides efficient prediction of BACs severity which is helpful to assess the risk of
CVD in long run.

INDEX TERMS Deep learning, medical image, mammography, breast arterial calcification, coronary artery
disease, cascade, ResNet.

I. INTRODUCTION
Atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) is the lead-
ing cause of mortality rate of males and females with 16%
which followed by Stroke and chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease are the 2(nd) and 3(rd) leading causes of death,
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responsible for approximately 11% and 6% of total deaths
respectively. Moreover, the largest increase for death rising
from 2 million to 8.9 million for atherosclerotic cardio-
vascular disease, since 2000 [1]. Although atherosclerotic
cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) risk prediction algorithms,
such as the pooled cohort equation (PCE), play an important
role in identifying high-risk patients, many cardiovascular
events also occur in women at low ASCVD risk [19], [49].
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FIGURE 1. Different severity levels of patients. Illustration of 3 different
levels of severity of patient using craniocaudal (CC) view of images. Fig. 1
(a) shows the mammogram of normal patients, and Fig. 1 (b) and 1
(c) show the abnormal patients of minor and severe classes. Fig. 1
(c) shows the severe patient who needs immediate attention. However,
the enlarged calcified vessels of severe and minor classes are shown in
last row of figure, respectively.

Though radiologists have been aware of the BACs phe-
nomenon for a long time, the clinical utility was unknown
until Baum et a. [6] first published clinical research on the sig-
nificance of BACs in 1980. Since then, it has been discovered
that BACs on mammograms can serve as valuable indicators
of diseases like CVD [10], [31]. The majority of these studies
used multivariate analysis to identify a significant relation-
ship between BACs and both coronary artery calcium and
coronary artery plaque. Breast arterial calcifications (BACs)
develops along the artery wall in a straight line [8]. The
American Cancer Society advises women who are 40 years
of age or older to get annual mammography for the screening
of breast cancer. [44]. Around 40 million mammograms are
performed yearly in the USA alone [17]. Mammography is a
well-accepted breast cancer screening method. Determining
the severity level of breast arterial calcification (BACs) for
risk assessment of cardiovascular disease, therefore, is an
effective and widely applicable way to gather a large number
of cases without any additional cost and excessive radiation.

BACs detection is considered as being challenging, despite
the fact that deep learningmodels have demonstrated promise
in a number of different domains. Due to the fluctuating
shape, location, and contrast of calcified vessels. In addition,
marking and maintaining the ground truth (GT) for seg-
mentation is particularly expensive. Only highly experienced
experts can mark the pixel-wise GTwhich is very tedious job.
Due to the complexity of the dataset, the marking process
requires participation of different expert opinions. We believe
that using a multistage procedure is less effective than
one-stage assessing the BAC severity levels. In this study,
we proposed a direct ordinal prediction to assess the level
of BAC severity using cascade with a customized ResNet50.
To predict the severity of patients, this approach does not
segment calcified vessels. To the best of our knowledge, this

proposed method is the first of its type to categorize BACs
scores without segmenting the calcified vessels. Addition-
ally, this technique abolishes the necessity for prior pixel-
to-pixel ground-truth labeling. The severity score of BACs
defines by range from 0 − 12. The proposed approach turns
the traditional regression-based problem into classification
by categorizing this range into well-known three categories
(normal, minor, and severe) for ordinal prediction without
reducing the importance of outcome of patients health. Since
vessel changes widely, it is particularly difficult to stabilize
depth networks for larger images with high accuracy. This
suggested technique, therefore, use Frangi filter to lessen the
background and imply Bicubic interpolation to shrink image
size. Flipping the left view images for mediolateral oblique
(MLO) and cranial-caudal (CC) breast directions is also intro-
duced to reduce the number of possible breast orientations.
Afterward, the ResNet50 network is modified to adjust the
larger image size and intricate structure of the calcified vessel
using cascade approach.

• We propose, first ever, classification of the severity of
calcified vessel without segmentation and abolish the
necessity of pixel-to-pixel ground-truth marking. Unlike
previous 2-steps method, proposed method use entire
image for direct ordinal prediction.

• The proposed method analyzes various ResNet and cus-
tomizes ResNet50 to yield the best performance for
prediction.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents the related work of deep learning in med-
ical arena, previous engineering and clinical method for esti-
mating severity of BAC, and cascade approach in detail. Sec-
tion III goes into detail on the preprocessing with the Frangi
filter to remove background, proposed customized ResNet50
architecture, objective function, and ROC curve & AUC
score calculation for cascade. In section IV, we describe
the results of our experimental analysis, a comparison with
previous approaches. This section also included the findings
(advantages and shortcomings) of the proposed method. The
conclusion is outlined in Section V, which also incorporates
new concepts and ideas that will be used going forward.

II. RELATED WORK
The related work section subdivided into multiple parts. The
relation between CAD and BAC, previous method of BAC
is elaborated on separate subsections. Additionally, 2-tables
summaries the key features of engineering and clinical-based
paper. Previous engineering-based (Table 1) papers focus on
findings based on experiment, and clinical-based (Table 2)
focus on findings based on observation.

A. RELATION OF BAC AND CAD
Radiologists have long been aware of the BACs phenomena,
but it wasn’t until Baum et al.’s 1980 [6] publication of
clinical study on the relevance of BACs that the clinical
utility of the phenomenon was made known. Since then,
it has been found that BACs on mammograms can be useful
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TABLE 1. Summarize Deep Learning (DL) related works, methods, dataset, image type, 2-step outcome to estimate severity of breast calcification
(engineering field based journal & transaction).

TABLE 2. Summary Clinical based paper’s related work from various perspective (i.e. class, Breast arterial calcification (BAC) score range, observation)
shown in below table.

diagnostic tools for conditions like CVD [10], [31]. To see
how successfully can use the severity of BACs to determine
CAD, some earlier studies attempted to demonstrate the rela-
tionship between BACs and CAD risk variables. Authors also
revealed that there is affirmed relationship between BACs
and Coronary Artery Calcification [29]. Most studies back
up the idea of relation of CAD and existence of BACs.
Though some cases it could be severe and other cases may
be minor. Mostafavi et al. [34] made an effort to assess the
effectiveness of logistic regression for patient CAD predic-
tion. According to the findings, existence of BAC detection
of 12 patients, among 10 patients also determined as CAD
patients. Identical to this research, another author [23] per-
formed a meta-analysis and comprehensive assessment of the
literature found a link between BAC levels and cardiovascular
events. Table 2 shows the summary of various clinical jour-
nals regarding relation of BACs and CAD of recent years.
Authors are focus on the relation of BACs and CADwith their
observation.

B. DEEP LEARNING BASED WORK IN MEDICAL ARENA
However, medical image analysis uses deep learning tech-
niques, which have grown in popularity recently [27],
[35], [41]. Examples include the segmentation of brain CT
images [21], fundus images [3], low-resolution breast mam-
mograms [47], segmentation in electron microscopy images
for membrane [15], metastatic breast cancer’s identification
automatically [46] and identify lung nodule using CT [42],
segmentation in retina images of blood vessels [43], can-
cer in skin and lung [5]. Inspiring by the success of deep

learning in medical area, researchers shows interest to detect
the BACs using deep learning. Table 1 shows the summary of
recent engineering based paper’s various perspective of BACs
detection. Result of these methods compared with proposed
method at experiment section.

C. PREVIOUS BAC AND CASCADE WORK
Breast Arterial Calcifications might appear as extended
routes or short, erratic courses, but they can also vary greatly
in size and shape [18]. The effectiveness of BACs identifi-
cation has been the subject of recent studies. Ge et al. [18]
employed k-segments to identify BACs using an image fil-
tering clustering approach. Cheng et al. suggested using
a two-step method to find the calcification to locate ves-
sels [11], [12], [13]. According to Moordang et al. [33],
BACs have been found in mammography using a multi-stage
method to diagnose breast cancer. Wang et al. [47] have dis-
covered BACs tried by 12-layer CNN by using patch-based
model vessel segmentation. The tissue region identify based
on the largest linked area with higher value than mean value
of entire image. In another work, [4], the U-Net model that
have dense connections, employed to identify BACs automat-
ically in mammograms. Performance of other segmentation
including sementics using U-Net and Dense-Net, served as
the inspiration for this investigation. This approach integrates
connections from both short and long skips. At the end of the
long skip connections, it employed a summing process. The
automatic identification of BACs in mammography remains a
difficult task despite earlier successful findings in numerous
domains. The BAC’s variable size, shape, and contrast are
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the main cause of the problem. Various severity levels are
displayed with the view of craniocaudal (CC) images in
Fig. 1. The variety of calcified vessels of severe and mild
levels can be seen in the final row of enlarged figures.

Due to the complexity of the dataset, binary classifica-
tion may also outperform end-to-end classification. Numer-
ous disciplines, specifically medical diagnostics, commonly
make use of the cascade classification method. This catego-
rization procedure is a decision-making method that employs
several binary steps. According to research, cascade clas-
sification improves accuracy more than traditional cascade
classification, which classifies cascades one at a time using
just single-stage citations [20], [37]. Cascade classifiers are
frequently used in a range of applications, including hand-
writing recognition, facial identification, and medical diag-
nosis [39], [50]. Cascade classifiers have been employed in
several research projects in medical diagnosis. As an illustra-
tion, cascade categorization was used to assess the level of
fibrosis in people with chronic hepatitis C infections [20].

The precise detection of BACs from mammograms
remains a challenge despite all previous studies. The algo-
rithms excelled at performance but had a few shortcomings.
It is significantly more difficult because to BACs’ thin and
erratic look. Somemodels offered had extremely complicated
architectures [26], some used massive data sets, and some
used the pixel-wise technique [47], which limited the data
used. Additionally, when BACs are non-continuous, some
may yield incorrect findings [4]. The processing is quite
challenging because there aren’t any large, annotated datasets
of BACs is available. Compared to earlier cited studies, the
research provided in this publication uses screening program
mammographywithout the use of additional input parameters
to enhance performance. This study uses deep learning with a
customized approach based on dataset characteristics, which
cuts down on training time and costs while creating a model
that is considerably lighter and more precise. Furthermore,
it discusses the issue of the severity of calcifications that may
lead the way to to automatically create an index relating to
the severity of BACs [30].

III. PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, we present detail idea of first ever direct
ordinal prediction without segmenting the calcified vessels
to estimate the severity of BACs that is helpful to assess the
cardiovascular disease.

A. PRE-PROCESSING
To train the deep networks effectively, large scale data are
required. However, collecting labeled medical image is diffi-
cult. It become more challenging to mark ground-truth for
segmentation for calcified vessels. Other method estimate
the severity of BACs based on prior segmentation result of
calcified vessel and the estimated level’s of accuracy largely
depends on the performance of segmentation. Additionally,
segmentation requires pixel-to-pixel ground-truth marking
from highly experience radiologists. Therefore, this increase

the cost of maintaining the dataset and also requires tedious
job from experts. Unlike other previous method, proposed
method utilize entire image as input for experiment for direct
ordinal prediction of BACs level without prior segmentation
of calcified vessels. However, to stabilize the architecture
with large image size is quite challenging due to complexity
of vessels. Since, the optimizer need to get idea of all calcified
vessels of individual patient at a time, it is beneficial to utilize
the entire image. Proposed method, imply pre-processing
using Frangi filter [16] to trimmed the background. Then
imply Bicubic [9] interpolation to shrink image so the pro-
posed method can predict class based on entire image. The
whole idea breaked down in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Pre-Processing With Frangi Filter Without
Ground-Truth for Ordinal Prediction
Input:
Initial training dataset without ground-truth marking: D;

Output:
Cropped & flipped images with foreground patient-

wise, I(ic);
Pre-processing :
for each I(cf ) ∈ I do

Step-1 : Apply Frangi filter patient-wise, If = FF(I )

Step-2 : Cropped foreground with different position,
It = (I1, I2, I3, I4, I5, I6);
Step-3 : Compare images, It to find image with max-

imum foreground, compare(I1, I2, . . . .I6);
Step-4 : Cropped images for all view, IC =

(I(LCC), I(RCC), I(LMLO), I(RMLO));
Step-5 : Flipped all left images of CC andMLO view,

IF = (I(LCC), I(LMLO);
Step-6 : Combine all view images of each patients

after implying Bicubic interpolation, I(ic) = (IC ∪ IF );
end for
Finalize the image dataset after preprocessing for cascade
classifiers;

The preprocessing proceed dataset, D without prior
ground-truth marking to reduce the background of DICOM
image. First, apply patients-wise, Frangi filter FF(I ). After
the filter, patient’s image denoted as If . To deal with left
and right view images of CC and MLO, filtered image
If has been cropped in equal size from different posi-
tion, It = (I1, I2, I3, I4, I5, I6). To find cropped image
with maximum foreground portion, all cropped images are
compared based on the summation of the pixel of fore-
ground object. Afterwards, using same coordinate of cropped
image with maximum foreground object, cropped the orig-
inal image of CC and MLO view of each patients, IC =

(I(LCC), I(RCC), I(LMLO), I(RMLO)). To reduce the complexity
with different direction of breast, flipped is imposed to all left
view images of CC and MLO, IF = (I(LCC), I(LMLO). Finally,
cropped and filpped images of each patient is combined after
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shrink the image using Bicubic interpolation, I(i,C,F) = (IC ∪

IF ) with image size (512 × 512). This process continues for
all patients to prepare the initial dataest.

B. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE AND OBJECTIVE
FUNCTION
The implicit hierarchical feature learning method used by
CNN, one of the deep learning models, makes it a popu-
lar choice for image classification. This has demonstrated a
significant improvement in the general image classification
problem with many scenarios of its use. Additionally, the
structures are becoming more complicated to model more
complex decisions. Despite having a variety of internal struc-
tures, the existing deep classification models typically repre-
sent a similar system. One of the newest additions in the field
of deep learning for classification is the ResNet architecture.
ResNet has various version depends on number of layers and
parameter. This technique is widely used as accomplice for
medical image, also. The basic model is proposed in [22] in
2016. However, unlike ResNet initial input (224 × 224 × 3),
we need require architecture with bigger initial input (e.g.
512×512×4) with 4-channel as each patients have 4-images.
As the size mammogram is quite large compare to calcified
vessel and in various shape, the initial input image size
(224 × 224) is quite small to achieve better performance of
classification.

Proposed residual model (Fig. 2 (b), middle) is inspired
by ResNet50 including the shortcut connection (Fig. 2 (c))
which is similar as [22]. However, this shortcut connection
turns the network into its counterpart residual version. The
identity shortcuts can be directly used when the input and
output are of the same dimensions. When the dimensions
increase we used tomatch dimensions adding (1×1) convolu-
tions. The shortcuts go across feature maps of two sizes, they
are performed with a stride of 2. Additionally, we increase
the initial input size of image from (224 × 224 × 3) to
(512× 512× 4). In the same time, we reduce the parameters
(Table 1) of different convoluitonal layers. As a consequence,
the FLOPS (the number of floating point operations that can
be performed by a computing entity in one second) varies
for different residual network (e.g. ResNet18, ResNet34,
ResNet50, ResNet101, ResNet152) that shows in Table 2.
Additionally, we perform downsampling directly by convolu-
tional layers that have a stride of 2, same as [22]. The network
ends with a global average pooling layer that is followed
by fully-connected layer with softmax. The total number of
weighted layers for proposed network is 62 (Table 3), that
range is in between ResNet50 and ResNet101 network. How-
ever, proposed method use cascade approach, unlike end-
to-end method of residual network. Fig. 2 (a), shows that
at first cascade classifier, normal vs abnormal patients are
predicted using proposed customized network. Afterwards,
second cascade classifier is introduced for ordinal predic-
tion between minor (abnormal) and severe (abnormal) with
another customized ResNet50 network. Both of the networks
structure is same and the output of first classifier used as input

of second classifier. Therefore, the performance of earlier
classifier has impact on later one as this has dependency on
earlier network.

Like [22], in this paper, we also explicitly let shortcut con-
nection to fit a residual mapping (Fig. 2 (c)). Connections that
skip one or more layers are called shortcut connections [7],
[38]. Formally, we allow the stacked nonlinear layers to fit
another mapping of F(x) := H (x)−x identifying the desired
underlying mapping as H (x). Since it is simpler to optimize
the residual mapping than improve the original, unreferenced
mapping, the original mapping recasts into F(x) + x. In the
extreme, fitting an identity mapping by a stack of nonlinear
layers would be more difficult than pushing the residual to
zero if an identity mapping were best. Feedforward neural
networks are capable of realizing the formulation of F(x)+x.
In this study, identity mapping is performed by the short-
cut connections, and the results are combined with those of
the stacked layers (Fig. 2 (c)). Identity shortcut links don’t
increase computing complexity or introduce new parameters.

We apply residual learning to every few stacked levels with
the following definition of building blocks. Here, the input
and output vectors for the layers under consideration are x
and y. The residual mapping to be learned is represented by
the function F(x,Wi). For the example in (Fig. 2 (c)), which
has two layers, the biases have been left out to make the
notations simpler. An element-wise addition and a shortcut
connection carry out the operation F + x. The dimensions of
x and F must, however, be equal. The shortcut connections
can be used to conduct a linear projection Ws by shortcut
connections to match the dimensions if this is not the case
(for instance, while changing the input/output channels). The
square matrixWs can similarly be used to match dimensions.
The residual function F can take on several shapes. The
functionF used in the experiments in this paper has numerous
layers. Also to be noted is the fact that convolutional layers
can benefit from the aforementioned notations, which, for the
sake of simplicity, refer to fully-connected layers.

y = F(x,Wi) +Wsx. (1)

However, to avoid ambiguity, we use upper and lower case
to represent function and variable, respectively, in this sec-
tion. Unlike, [22] this experiment implemented cascade clas-
sification, so the earlier equation require to adjust as per
experiment. At first classifier, normal and abnormal patients
are classified. Therefore, y0 and x0 consider as output and
input for the classifier. Here, i0 representing the classifier
order (e.g. classifier to identify normal vs abnormal patients).
Similarly, the second classifier, minor and severe patients are
classified. Therefore, y1 and x1 consider as output and input
for the classifier. Here, i1 representing the classifier order
(e.g. minor vs severe). Moreover, as this classifiers are not
independent, so the performance of first classifier has impact
in later one. The output of first classifier is used as input for
second classifier and the total output can be summarize as fol-
lows. Here, yn, y0, y1 represents the combined output of both
classifiers, first classifier and second classifier, respectively.
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FIGURE 2. Figures illustrates the cascade and customized ResNet50 with skip connection. 2 (a), shows that proposed method use cascade approach,
unlike end-to-end method of residual network where Performance of earlier classifier has impact on later one. Proposed residual model (2 (b), middle) is
inspired by ResNet50 including the shortcut connection (2 (c)) which is similar as [22]. However, the initial input size is bigger compare to [22] and have
fewer parameters at different convolutional layers.

TABLE 3. To adjust the network with bigger image size, proposed method
customize the number of layers and also reduce the parameters of
different convolutional layers. Table shows the breakdown of layer-wise
parameter of ResNet50 and proposed (customized ResNet50) network.

Finally, the equation can be expand using earlier equation.

y0 = F(x0,W(i0)) +W(s0)x
0,

y1 = F(x1,W(i1)) +W(s1)x
1,

y2 = y0 ∪ y1,

y2 = (F(x0,W(i0)) +W(s0)x
0)

∪ (F(x1,W(i1)) +W(s1)x
1). (2)

C. ROC CURVE AND AUC SCORE CALCULATION FOR
CASCADE
Proposed method can not calculate the ROC (receiver operat-
ing characteristic) curve and AUC (area under curve) score
due to cascade classification. So we calculate the overall
curve using probability of 2-classifiers. The equation shows
calculation that defines the likelihood of the happening of an
event of normal patients for each and every patinets. Here,
probability of normal patients, P(nn), depends on favorable
outcome of normal patients,O(nn) and Total number of favor-
able outcome of normal and abnormal patients, O(na). How-
ever, the probability of not normal (or abnormal) patients,
P(na) is the opposite of probability of normal patients, P(nn),
that shows in first line of the equations. So the probability of
being abnormal patients can be represented using the earlier
formula (in reverse) for probability of normal patients with-
out separately calculate the probability of abnormal patients

shows in second line of equation. However, from the sec-
ond classifier, probability of minor patients can be calcu-
lated (shows in third line of equations). The probability of
minor patients, P(m), depends on favorable outcome of minor
patients, O(m) and Total number of favorable outcome of
abnormal patients, O(a). Also, from the second classifier,
probability of severe patients can be calculated. The proba-
bility of severe patients, P(s), depends on favorable outcome
of severe patients, O(s) and Total number of favorable out-
come of abnormal patients, O(a). Since, output of normal
and abnormal patients from first classifiers, used as input
for second cascade classifier, the probability of minor and
severe patients require to multiply with probability of not
normal patients of first classifier. So, the probability of total
minor, P(tm) can be find with multiplying of probability of
abnormal P(na) and probability of minor class P(m). To find
the probability of total severe, P(ts) patients also calculated
using the similar formula as minor patients. To find the RUC
curve and AUC score, the probability of 3-classes calculated
step-by-step as follows.

P(nn) =
O(nn)
O(na)

,

P(na) = 1 − P(nn),

P(na) = 1 −
O(nn)
O(na)

,

P(m) =
O(m)
O(a)

,

P(s) =
O(s)
O(a)

,

P(tm) = P(na) × P(m),

P(ts) = P(na) × P(s). (3)

IV. EXPERIMENT
This section, we analysis the dataset of 3-different classes.
Besides, it describes the preprocessing of dataset without
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TABLE 4. Comparison of various ResNet and proposed (customized
ResNet50) network, in terms of layer and FLOPS (the number of floating
point operations that can be performed by a computing entity in one
second).

ground-truth marking. Afterwards, present the comparison of
various method after the experiment.

A. DATASET AND PRE-PROCESSING
The Seoul National University Bundang Hospital is the
place where screening Mammography database is collected
and maintained. The radiologist has more than ten years of
expertise gathering and maintaining DICOM-format mam-
mograms, even though this in-house dataset is not publicly
accessible. The total number of patients’ is 868, and their
BAC scores range from 0∼12. However, parameters includ-
ing length, density, and degree of the calcified vessel are uti-
lized to estimate the severity level of vessels. The summation
these 3-metrics measurements is known as the BACs score.
Since there is insufficient data for each class individually to
conduct a regression-based experiment, we split these into
three groups (0 (normal), 1∼6 (minor), and 7∼12 (severe))
for ordinal prediction. Patients with anomalies are divided
into classes asminor and severe cases (Table 2). Each instance
includes information about the patient and the imaging,
including mediolateral oblique (MLO) and cranial-caudal
views for each breast (CC). Four images are available for
each patient (CC and MLO view of each breast). There are
a total of 3472 (868 × 4) images consist, in this in-house
dataset. The image’s dimensions are (2816, 2016) in height
and width. (0.0815, 0.0815) is the pixel spacing of all images.
Three separate classes have differing numbers of cases, thus
different augmentation techniques (such as flipping, rotating,
and adding noise) are used to balance the cases and also
used to expand the dataset in order to mitigate the overfitting
issue. The age range various for middle age women among
the various classes (Table 5, Col. 4). It is important to note
that the proposed method use 4-images (left-right breast of
CC and MLO view) for each patient for all trials. However,
the results obtained with just MLO (left and right) can match
those obtained with four images. We use four images for
each patient since unknown testing datasets might require
information for CC view images. To prevent bias, we also
keep patient-specific training and testing datasets, unlike [4].

This experiment never mixed up images of a single patient
for multiple subgroups, always assigning 4-images for each
patient to the training or testing subset. However, original
images (2816× 2016) contain lot of background (Fig. 3 (a)).
We trimmed the images automatically based-on position of
breast (left/right side) to to remove the backdrop implying
Frangi filter (Fig. 3 (b)). After implying filter the image
cropped automatically in different (left and right side) posi-
tions (Fig. 3 (c - h)) of image (upper, middle and lower).
Each cropped image’s height and width is (2560 × 1536).
Then compare these images and find the image with max-
imum foreground portion (Fig. 3 (i)). Using the coordinate
of selected cropped image, the original image is cropped
(Fig. 3 (j)). Finally, Bicubic interpolation is used to shrink
the image to 512 × 512 (Fig. 3 (k)).

B. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In the begging of the experiment, first we conduct the experi-
ment for Bicubic and Bilinear interpolation to compare which
interpolation perform well with mammogram. Comparison
of proposed customized ResNet50 with Bilinear and Bicu-
bic interpolation shown in Table 6. Additionally, Bicubic
interpolation apply with flipped images. All the experiment
conducted using end-to-end approach using 4-fold cross-
validation, though the final experiment conducted with cas-
cade approach. The performance of various metrics shows
that Bicubic interpolation perform better than Bilinear inter-
polation (i.e. accuracy 0.74390 & 0.72358). Additionally,
we experimented the proposed method with Bicubic interpo-
lation and flipped images. The last column shows the metrics
performance improve for flipped image a bit as the direction
of left and right view breast align to similar direction and
reduce the complexity of dataset.

To compare the performance of various approaches
for measuring the severity of calcified vessels without
segmentation is depicted in this section. We additionally
analyze regression, in addition to existing classificationmeth-
ods, since this is a regression-based topic. Patients’ severity
increases as they progress from normal to abnormal (minor
and severe) class. The rest of other traditional (experimented)
methods are based on classification.

In Table 7, a comparison of conventional and proposed cus-
tomized ResNet50 is presented. The performance of the tra-
ditional RestNet50 cascade is shown in the 1st column, where
end-to-end classifier is performed. The 2nd column, shows the
performance of classification based on split images. Finally,
the proposed customized ResNet50’s performance shows in
last column. The accuracy result shows the efficiency of pro-
posed cascade method (0.8105) as it consider the overall idea
of entire image with bigger image size (512 × 512) compare
to traditional ResNet50 (224 × 224). However, traditional
ResNet50 does not perform well (accuracy 0.6845) as this
has smaller image size and use end-to-end classification. The
split image with (512) shows a bit improvement (0.7362)
due to bigger image size but that is also not efficient enough
for real time performance. From this table it shows that the
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TABLE 5. Dataset analysis: 3-different class information regarding age, cases of normal and abnormal patients along with ground truth of radiologist. The
classification GT is also shown in this table.

FIGURE 3. Automatic pre-processing of dataset shows in the figures. The height and width of all the mammograms are 2816 and 2016. However, (3 (a))
demonstrates that the images include a lot of backgrounds. Pre-processing trimmer the background of image by implying Frangi filter (3 (b)). After
applying the filter, proposed method cropped image from different position (3 (c - h)) and compare images to find the image with most foreground object
(3 (i)). Finally, the original image is cropped based on filtered image and shrink using interpolation (3 (j)-(k)) to adjust with customized ResNet50 network.

TABLE 6. Comparison of proposed customized ResNet50 with Bilinear
and Bicubic interpolation. Additionally, Bicubic interpolation apply with
flipped images.

performance increase gradually for ResNet34 to pro-
posed Customize ResNet50 and afterwards the performance
decrease a bit for ResNet101 and ResNet152. It seems the
dataset is not large enough to adopt with deeper network with
increased number of parameter. We believe, the larger dataset
may increase the performance with deeper network.

The proposed method, unlike previous methods, doesn’t
segment the calcified vessel to predict the severity level of
BACs. So it is very important to find, on what basis the

proposed network classifies the patients. Fig. 4 shows
the activation map for some abnormal patients shown for
ResNet50 and proposed customized ResNet50. This figure,
shows the activation map of the mediolateral oblique (MLO)
view of each patient. For profound investigation, this fig-
ure visualizes some abnormal patients’ predictions using
activation maps. 3-images shown for each patients (origi-
nal image, activation map of ResNet50 and (proposed) cus-
tomized ResNet50). Fig. 4 (b) and (e), show that ResNet50
predicts patients-1 and patients-2 as normal as this focus
on the edge and little left side of the breast, respectively
where no calcified vessel is found clearly. On the contrary,
proposed method Fig. 4 (c) and (f), focuses on calcified
vessel area and predicted patient-1 and patient-2 as abnor-
mal. However, both of the networks predict patient-3 and
patient-4 as abnormal but ResNet50 doesn’t focus on the
actual calcified vessel area Fig. 4 (h) and (k), when (proposed)
customizedResNet50makes prediction based on focusing the
calcified vessels Fig. 4 (i) and (l). Moreover, the example
case of last row shows that both ResNet50 and proposed
customized ResNet50 failed to predict the patients severity
level accurately.
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TABLE 7. Comparison of proposed customized ResNet50 (CResnet50†) and conventional methods. Proposed cascade performs better compare to
ResNet50 and with split images.

FIGURE 4. Activation map for some abnormal patients shown for ResNet50 and (proposed) customized ResNet50. This figure, shows the activation
map of the mediolateral oblique (MLO) view of each patient. The proposed method, unlike previous methods, doesn’t segment the calcified vessel to
predict the severity level of BACs. So it is very important to find, on what basis the proposed network classifies the patients. For profound investigation,
this figure visualizes some abnormal patients’ predictions using activation maps. 3-images shown for each patients (original image, activation map of
ResNet50 and (proposed) customized ResNet50). 4 (b) and (e), show that ResNet50 predicts patients-1 and patients-2 as normal as this focus on the edge
and little left side of the breast, respectively where no calcified vessel is found clearly. On the contrary, proposed method 4 (c) and (f), focuses on
calcified vessel area and predicted patient-1 and patient-2 as abnormal. However, both of the networks predict patient-3 and patient-4 as abnormal but
ResNet50 doesn’t focus on the actual calcified vessel area 4 (h) and (k), when (proposed) customized ResNet50 makes prediction based on focusing the
calcified vessels 4 (i) and (l). Moreover, the example case of last row shows that both ResNet50 and proposed customized ResNet50 failed to predict the
patients severity level accurately.

Even within one class, mammography characteristics are
extremely variable. The shapes, location, and contrast of
calcified vessel varies a lot (from patient to patient). For
a straightforward classification problem, it is impossible to
earn the progressive diversity of mammograms using sin-
gle network. Thus, we suggested an cascade technique for

learning and distinguishing the calcified vessel characteristic
gradually. The comparison with other traditional approaches
is depicted in (Fig. 5). The base-line network ResNet50 and
traditional cascade is showed in 1st and 2nd bars. Later,
unlike using end-to-end classification, cascade classification
with progressive and split image is shown with (bars 3,
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FIGURE 5. The comparison with other traditional approaches is
depicted in this Figure. The base-line network ResNet50 and traditional
cascade is showed in 1st and 2nd bars. Later, unlike using end-to-end
classification, cascade classification with progressive and split image is
shown with (bars 3, and 4, respectively). The progressive resizing
approach is introduced with conventional cascade which increases the
accuracy above 0.73. Afterward, modified ResNet50 is used with
sub-sample and entire image that also increases the performance a bit
(bar 5∼6). The last bar shows the performance goes up to 0.85 after
implementing the proposed customized ResNet50 with entire shrink
image and flipping the direction of mammogram.

and 4, respectively). The progressive resizing approach is
introduced with conventional cascade which increases the
accuracy above 0.73. Afterward, modified ResNet50 is used
with sub-sample and entire image that also increases the per-
formance a bit (bar 5∼6). The last bar shows the performance
goes up to 0.85 after implementing the proposed customized
ResNet50 with entire shrink image and flipping the direction
of mammogram.

Table 8 compares the proposed method to standard mod-
els on a class-by-class basis using 4-fold cross-validation.
This also shows how performance matches the cascading
tendency. Because we categorize the normal class first, it gets
the best results. Precision receives a higher score for the
proposed method. However, because the severe class uses
the classifier-2, it obtains the second-best performance (also
for the proposed technique). Other metrics (Recall, F1-score,
accuracy) are also compared in this table to assess the sug-
gested method’s performance. The loss function in regression
is the mean-square-error (MSE). Although this is a regression
problem, ResNet50 performs better than regression.

Comparison of ROC curve and AUC score with traditional
methods shows in (Fig. 6). Left figure shows the comparison
of normal class and the right figure shows the comparison
of minor class. The base-line network ResNet50 and tradi-
tional cascade is showed with blue and orange color (for
both figure). Later, cascade is introduced unlike using end-to-
end classification, with progressive and split image is shown
with (green and red color, respectively). The progressive
resizing approach is introduced with conventional cascade
which increases the AUC score to 0.83. Afterward, modified
ResNet50 is used with sub-sample and entire image that also
increases the performance a bit (purple and brown). The last
purple color shows the performance goes up to 0.91 after

implementing the proposed customized ResNet50 with entire
shrink image and flipping the direction of mammogram.

C. COMPARE WITH PREVIOUS METHODS
The proposed customized ResNet50 perform better compare
to various state-of-art ResNet. However, this is also impor-
tant to compare with previous method based on mammo-
gram. In this sub-section we comparatively analysis other
methods (Table 1) and proposed customized ResNet50 in
detail. However, as it shows in the table that none of the
dataset / GT-marking is available publicly, so we are unable
to compare previous and proposed methods on same dataset.
Also, the metric to measure the outcome and number of
BACs class varies for different papers. So we conducted
experiment following the similar pattern of each paper and
compare gradually. Reference [47] examine the viability of
automated and precise BAC detection in mammography for
assessing the risk CAD. To distinguish between BAC and
non-BAC, they create a 12-layer convolutional neural net-
work and implement a pixel-wise, patch-based method for
BAC identification. The combination of convolutional layer,
batch-normalization, non - linearity, max-pooling, and fully
connected (FC) layers makes up the deep CNN architecture
that is the subject of this research. This results in a neural net-
work of 12 layers, 10 convolutional layers, and 2 FC layers.
While the FC layers are employed for the final classification,
the convolutional layers can be thought of as feature extrac-
tors. To assess the performance of the system, they seek help
from in-house experts radiologists to conduct a reader study
for ground-truth marking. However, they divide the patients
into 2-groups (BAC and Non-BAC patients). Afterwards,
evaluate the performance using a set of 840 full-field digi-
tal mammograms from 210 cases, using both free-response
receiver operating characteristic(FROC) and calcium mass
quantification analysis.

Table (1 and 9), shows the various perspective of 12-layer
CNN-based method and proposed customized ResNet50.
This method split mammogram with 95 × 95 pixel for seg-
mentation where proposed customized Resnet50 trimmed the
background and imply Bicubic interpolation to shrink image
into 512× 512. To compare with this method we also extract
33% of dataset for testing to use 3-folding cross-validation.
The true-positive shows proposed method performance is
better compare to this CNN-based 2-stage method. It reason
for performance variation [47] is that the final outcome of
BAC and Non-BAC patients depends on outcome of seg-
mentation result which is quite challenging. On the other
hand proposed customized ResNet50 directly estimate the
severity of calcified vessels which helps to out perform the
performance of this method.

Next, we conduct experiment using customized ResNet50
with this paper [48]. Authors also conducted this exper-
iment using in-house dataset which is marked with the
help of expert radiologists. This paper evaluates the perfor-
mance of three deep learning architectures, YOLO, Unet and
DeepLabv3+, on detecting BACs in digital mammography.
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TABLE 8. Class-wise comparison with traditional methods (4-fold cross-validation). We compare regression beside ResNet and the proposed
classification as this is a regression-based problem. As Patients’ severity increases gradually from normal to abnormal (minor and severe) classes.

FIGURE 6. Comparison of ROC curve and AUC score with traditional methods. The comparison with other traditional approaches is depicted in this
Figure. Left figure shows the comparison of normal class and the right figure shows the comparison of minor class. 6-different methods are compared,
same as (Fig. 5).

TABLE 9. Performance comparison of [47] & proposed
customizedResNet50 is shown in this table.

Instead, a straightforward filter based on Hessian is designed
to improve the structure of BACs. Afterwards a thresholding
technique is used to produce mask (binary) to assess the

TABLE 10. Performance comparison of [48] & proposed
customizedResNet50 is shown in this table.

BACs. The authors designed new metric to more accurately
assess the small item segmentation because BACs has diver-
sity in shapes specially tiny in size. Authors use 135 mam-
mograms with labeled BACs, of which 20% were used for
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TABLE 11. Performance comparison of [4] & proposed customizedResNet50 is shown in this table.

validation and 80%were used to train deep learning networks.
The cropped image varies for different patients. Table 10,
shows the various perspective of this method (DeepLabv3+,
Hessian-based multiscale filter which perform best) and pro-
posed customizes ResNet50 method. This shows that the
true-positive of proposed method perform better than this
method.

Lastly, we compare proposed method with [4]. The authors
of this research created a deep learning method using mam-
mograms to identify BACs. They expand dense connection
based U-Net to detect BACs in mammograms, motivated by
the encouraging results obtained utilizing the U-Net model
in several biological segmentation tasks and the DenseNet in
semantic segmentation. The givenmodel aids in reusing com-
putation and enhances gradient flow, resulting in greater accu-
racy and simpler model training. A mammograms dataset
were generated and gathered for this assignment to test the
performance. However, it shows from Table 1 that, though
the dataset are publicly available but the GT-marking is
conducted by experts radiologist (in-house). Also the GT
marking is not made publicly available yet. The original
image size shrink to 640× 640 to perform segmentation first
then use various metrics (Table 11) to analyse the experiment
result. To compare with this method, we also prepare the
dataset following the similar patterns. As dataset has more
Non-BAC patients compare to BAC patients, this method
randomly chose same number of Non-BAC patients. From
this table, we can see that despite we have way small num-
ber of dataset compare to this method, the performance of
propose customized ResNet50 is comparatively better for
various metrics (accuracy, specificity, f1-score and Jaccard
index) except sensitivity.

D. FINDINGS
Given that the calcification area varies greatly, the mammog-
raphy dataset for vascular segmentation is rather complicated
(e.g. shape, position, size). The suggested method, in con-
trast to past methods, measures the risk of severity degree
of patients without segmenting the calcified vessel. Numer-
ous experiment with proposed method have backup the idea
of direct measurement of severity of BAC. Additionally,
it revealed, based on proposed method, that the cascade with
the customized ResNet50 alpng with entire image is more
effective than other traditional techniques. The proposed cus-
tomized ResNet50 approach, like other deep learning-based
networks, require large dataset. If this procedure only needed

a tiny dataset to do the experiment, it would be of immense
use to doctors in real time. Nevertheless, because calcified
vessels have so many different characteristics, it can be rather
challenging. Also, there is a possibility to explore the sug-
gested method for multi-modal datasets.

V. CONCLUSION
One of the main causes of death in the human race is car-
diovascular disease. However, maintaining a dataset with
computed tomography (CT) is quite expensive and exposes
individuals to a lot of radiation exposure when being scanned.
Women over 40 get routine mammograms to screen for breast
cancer in several countries. Mammograms are a practical
and comprehensive method for compiling a large number of
cases. To estimate the severity of patients based on segmented
vessels, researchers have historically segmented calcified
vessels using pixel-wise ground truth. The cost of this pixel-
by-pixel ground truth marking technique is rather significant
because only multiple experienced professionals can mark
those accurately. We considered the notion of developing
an automated system for direct ordinal prediction of BACs
scores without segmenting the calcified vessels for the first
time, as per best of our knowledge that outperforms clas-
sification results in terms of performance. The suggested
method incorporates a Frangi filter to eliminate background
and shrink image size with Bicubic interpolation since the
extreme vascular diversity and huge image size make it dif-
ficult to discern the severity level of patients. Additionally,
unlike other previous methods, this one enables direct ordinal
prediction utilizing cascade and gradually produces the best
results; it does not require pixel-to-pixel segmentation or split
the image. In terms of accuracy, proposed method performs
better than the traditional and equivalent models. It is obvious
that the suggested approach will save researchers cost, time,
and effort because it does not require segmenting the calcified
vessel and offers a reliable risk assessment for BAC, even
though more research is required to completely address this
issue. In order to lengthen the time frame for determining the
risk of CVD, we will expand our experiment to employ small
and multi-modal datasets in the future.
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